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ABSTRACT 

This Thesis presents the development of mobile phone-based control system 

for home and office application. The main aim of the control system 

development is to reduce electricity consumption, time and human effort 

required in switching ON/OFF electrical appliances manually. Rapid 

application development (RAD) methodology was used for the 

development of the project while bottom-up design approach was used for 

the design. The materials used for the construction of the control system 

are; AT89c51microcontroller, Bluetooth module, mobile phone, dual tone 

multi frequency (DTMF) tone decoder, and relay driver amongst others. 

Digital multimeter, oscilloscope, soldering iron and lead sucker are hardware tools 

while Proteus 7.8 software, PM-51 Macro Assembler and Topwin version 6 are the 

software tools used for the development of the system. The mobile phone based-

control system was successfully designed, fully implemented and it could 

control five appliances remotely with efficiency of 87% and at no cost. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0  INTRODUCTION TO PROJECT 

“Mobile phone-based control system” implements the emerging applications of 

the GSM technology. A control system has been proposed using Mobile phone. 

The control system will act as an embedded system which can control 

appliances and other devices locally using built input and output peripherals. 

The system allows the user to remotely control the house/office appliances and 

equipments via the mobile phone set by dual tone multi frequency (DTMF) tone 

generated when a key is pressed on the mobile phone keypad. The type of the 

operation to be performed depends on the nature of the tone frequency received. 

The principle which the project is based is fairly simple. First the received tone 

frequency is transmitted by Bluetooth device. Then, the required control signal 

is generated and sent to the intermediate hardware. 

Mobile phone set with Bluetooth facility was selected for the project. The tone 

frequencies from the Bluetooth   that contain commands in written form are then 

processed accordingly to perform the required task. A microcontroller based 

system has been proposed for this project. 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The emergence of GSM technology has redefined communication. Most people 

nowadays have access to mobile phones and thus the world indeed has become 

a global village. An individual can be contacted with the mobile phone at any 

given moment. The mobile phone cannot just be restricted to starting 

conversations or sending SMS. New ideas and innovations can be generated 

from GSM technology that can further enhance its capabilities. Bluetooth and 

infra-red technologies which have   been developed in recent years show that 

improvements are in fact possible and these improvements have eased life and 

the way we live. The subject of growing interest is remote management of both 
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home and office appliances. These days, apart from sending SMS, multimedia 

messages and supporting voice calls, mobile phone can be used to control 

appliances. The proposed control system is based on the mobile phone 

technology that effectively allows real time control of home/office appliances 

up to a distance of 1.609km (1 mile). 

The system allows a greater degree of freedom to an individual whether it is 

controlling office equipment or household appliances. The appliance user to be 

physically present in order to control appliances at a given location is   

eliminated with the use of this system. This system will be an efficient and 

flexible tool that will offer this service at any given time and from anywhere 

within 1.609km (1 mile). The appliances to be controlled includes: Security 

systems, office/home lights, television, radio sets, electric fan, computers and 

anything with an electrical interface. 

The proposed approach for designing this system is to implement a 

microcontroller-based control module that receives its instructions and 

commands from a cellular phone.  The microcontroller then will carry out the 

issued commands and then communicate the status of a given appliances or 

device. 

 

1.2  PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Technology has advanced so much in recent times that it has made life more 

controllable and efficient. Time, energy and effort can be saved by controlling 

devices from different locations within an office and house. Therefore there 

arises the need to control devices remotely in a systematic manner, and this is 

the main aim of the proposed system. The proposed system is an extended 

approach to automating a control system. People can gain control over certain 

devices/equipments that require constant attention with the adoption of the 

system. The application of the system is not far - fetched. When one becomes 

tired to switch OFF or ON electrical appliances or equipment manually or when 
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the switches are not easily found or out of reach of people, pressing the required 

key on the keypad of their mobile phone connected to the system solves the 

problem. This system, will ultimately save a lot of time and effort especially 

when people don‟t have to come back for simple things such as to turn ON/OFF 

switches at their office or at their home once set out for their respective work. 

 

1.3  OBJECTIVES 

The project “Mobile phone- based control system for smart home and office 

application” as the title suggests, is aimed to design and implement a control 

system that enables the complete control of multiple home/office appliances 

remotely using mobile phone. 

 

1.4  JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY 

The frequent switching ON and OFF office/household appliances has made it 

possible to develop this system that will control appliances from a central point 

using mobile phone. The issue of always replacing damaged switches and sockets 

because of frequent usage also led to the development of this project. This project 

will reduce effort, energy and time needed to manually control office/household 

appliances since the user controls them with just mobile phone. The system will 

help in reduction of fire outbreak which may occur due to inability of the user to 

walk up to switch OFF appliances such as microwave oven. The easy way of 

controlling appliances through this system will help reduce power/energy 

wastage due to uncontrolled usage of electric power through the appliances. The 

project Design is programmable and can easily be modified. The mobile phone 

can be used to control appliances in another room (across partition) other than 

where the controller is placed because Bluetooth signal cannot be hindered by 

walls. Also, as many as eight different mobile phones with Bluetooth capabilities 

can use the system without interfering with one another since every Bluetooth 

transmitter uses spread-spectrum transmitting automatically. Finally, the usage of 
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this system does not attract any charge since only the frequency tone generated 

by mobile phone is utilized in controlling appliances.  

 

1.5 SCOPE OF STUDY  

The work will cover: 

 Design and Implementation of a Microcontroller-Based System 

functional within 1.609km (1 mile) and will control only 5 devices 

 This work will not attempt to provide any other control function apart 

from switching  OFF and ON appliances 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  RELATED WORK 

The control of electrical appliances was done using remote control systems 

before the development of GSM technology. A remote control is a component 

of an electronic device originally used for operating television devices 

wirelessly from a short line-of-sight distance. Remote control system later 

included Bluetooth connectivity, motion sensor enabled capabilities and voice 

control. 

The main remote control technology used in the home is infra-red. The remote 

control is known by many other names as well, such as converter, clicker, the 

box, flipper, the tuner, “the zapper”, the changer, or the button. 

The development of GSM technology brought about the new methods of 

controlling household and office electrical appliances. Most of the GSM control 

methods are based on sending and receiving of SMS via two mobile phones.  

Serasidis (2003) developed and designed a control system that can control 

variety of electrical home appliances using SMS. The system works based on 

the order of message from user through mobile phone which is ON or OFF. This 

system also utilized mobile phone as a receiver which is connected to the 

microcontroller. The system used AT9052313 Microcontroller and Ericsson 

T10s mobile phone as a receiver at home. The software for 

programming the microcontroller was MPLABIDE. 

Lock (2004), developed a similar remote control system for lamps, 

doors and alarm systems via SMS. The software for the programming 

was visual basic 6.0. Visual basic was chosen because it can easily 
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communicate between computer and mobile phone. The system used 

computer and mobile phone to send and receive the text message. 

Mohd et al (2010) developed and designed a GSM based electrical 

control system for smart home application that utilizes the SMS text notification 

sent to the device without using any computer interface. The mobile phone was 

integrated with the Microcontroller PICI6F873A, which receives SMS 

message from user mobile phone and sends a command to PIC to 

control whether to turn ON or OFF the output. The mobile phone also 

sends status report to the user regarding the electrical appliance. The 

control systems that based on SMS technology have several draw 

backs. The two mobile phones used in the control system must be 

connected to a Network by a service provider. The control function 

cannot take place when there is Network failure. The control operation 

is also delayed when there is congestion in transmitting of SMS. In 

some cases a sent SMS might be delayed for more than twenty four 

hours. Besides that, wrong SMS may be sent to another phone number 

and this condition alone has defeated the aim of this type of control 

system. The main disadvantage of this system is that each SMS sent 

attracts charge which is determined by the service provider.       

Gupta (2012) similarly developed a cell phone base device controller 

with voice acknowledgement. The system is one of the optional ways. 

It uses mobile technology that keeps monitoring the various 

appliances, and will control the operation of the appliance with respect 

to the signal sent by the mobile phone. It manages the appliances 

remotely, which enables the user to remotely control switching of 

domestic appliances just by dialling keypad of a remote telephone.  

Besides that, Das et al (2011) presented the use of DTMF in device 

control. At the receiving end, the mobile phone is interfaced with the 

microcontroller unit which controls the devices through relays. The 
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output of the phone is amplified and fed to DTMF decoder chip, which 

generates binary code according to the received information from the 

other mobile phone. After establishing a communication link between 

mobile phones, by dialing the home mobile number, the corresponding 

keys of calling phone must be activated to generate different DTMF 

signals. Based on this signal, the DTMF decoder generates different 

binary codes through its output, and this data is fed to the 

microcontroller.  Now the program is prepared for the microcontroller 

to energize or de-energize the corresponding relay based on the code 

produced by the DTMF decoder chip.  

Sharma (2006), in bid to reduce the cost of remote control systems for 

industrial and household applications, designed a tele-remote system 

based on DTMF signal. The system was implemented on existing 

telephone line to give a cutting edge advantage over conventional 

infra-red remote systems.  

Golam et al (2011) used DTMF tones to access the control panel of 

robot. The system was developed for secure remote device access.  

Weir et al (2010) developed a smart household control system whose 

realization procedure is based on DTMF remote transmission. The 

system used AUR SCM to dispose and exchange information. The 

system was realized by communication through mobile telephone and 

GSM card of the system host computer TC35i by DTMF signals. The 

systems advantages are easy operation, good practicability and wide 

appliance range. This system and the systems developed by Das, 

Sharma and Pratap use telephone Network and therefore affected by 

Network congestion, failure and dialing error.  

Various control systems were developed to overcome the problems 

associated with the remote control systems based on mobile or 
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telephone Network. Most of them use a mobile phone as transmitter 

and Bluetooth as receiver. These systems are of short range since 

Bluetooth cannot communicate with a device beyond 10 meters or 100 

meters depending on the type used.  

Bekiroglu (2005), after researching on Bluetooth technology, designed 

and developed a remote control system for an Ultrasonic motor. A mobile 

phone and a Bluetooth device were used. When connected, any key 

pressed on the phone‟s keypad generates a tone which is received by 

the Bluetooth device and decoded by DTMF decoder. To drive the 

ultrasonic motor, a digitally controlled drive system and DTMF 

decoder are used. Ultrasonic motor (USM) is a new type of actuator 

that uses ultrasonic level mechanical vibrations as its driving force. 

This system is flexible to be controlled with GSM and DTMF based 

phones. 

Yun (2008) presented the design of remote robot control system based on 

DTMF of phone. The robot was isolated from the central unit. The central unit 

communicates with the robot through Radio frequency. A module provides the 

separation from the central unit. During robot control stage, whenever a key is 

pressed for any operation, the system first checks for status bit, then collects 

input commands if the input matches to the predefined command input stored in 

the microcontroller or robot, it goes to the selected operation directly.  

El-Mcdany (2008) implemented a project based on GSM to sense and 

controls a system using mobile phone, Bluetooth device, DTMF and FPGA.  

Reddy (2011) developed a GSM-controllable power switch system for 

industrial power management after researching on DTMF signals 

generated when a key in the mobile phone keypad is pressed. The 

system integrates the multiple AC power points and a simple low-

power Microcontroller into a power outlet to switch the power of the 
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sockets ON/OFF and to measure the power consumption of plugged 

electrical industry appliances. One type of the design used a mobile 

phone and Bluetooth device for communication. 

Previous works presented in this Dissertation highlights some related 

works using SMS text notification and dual tone multi -frequency 

decoding on several field of application including household, office 

and industrial control and monitoring of systems and appliances. Thus 

this project developed controls appliance up to 1.609km (1 mile).  

 

2.2 BLUETOOTH TECHNOLOGY 

Bluetooth (BT) is a short-range, open wireless technology standard for 

exchanging data between electronic devices. BT has a range of 30ft or greater 

depending on the BT core specification version. Bluetooth is primarily designed 

for low power consumption, and based on low-cost transceiver microchips in 

each device.  Because the devices use a radio (broadcast) communications 

system, they do not have to be in visual line of sight of each other. It was 

originally conceived as a wireless alternative to RS232 data cables. Bluetooth 

unites communication protocols into universal standard and this is where the 

name „Bluetooth originated 

Bluetooth specifications are driven by a consortium that was founded in 1998 

by Ericsson Microelectronics, Nokia, IBM, Toshiba and Intel. Bluetooth uses a 

radio technology called frequency hopping spread spectrum, which chops up the 

data being sent and transmits chunks of it on up to 79 bands (1 MHz each; 

centered from 2402 to 2480 MHz) in the range 2,400–2,483.5 MHz (allowing 

for guard bands). This range is in the globally unlicensed Industrial, Scientific 

and Medical (ISM) 2.4 GHz short-range radio frequency band (Morrow, 2002). 

It usually performs 800 hops per second, with AFH enabled. 
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In a typical Bluetooth Network (Master/Slave Piconet configuration), devices 

are connected in point-to-point or point-to-multipoint or scatternet mode. 

Scatternet is formed when certain devices simultaneously play the master role in 

one piconet and the slave role in another and this is made possible by Bluetooth 

Core Specification (Behrouz, 2006). One master may communicate with up to 7 

slaves in a piconet; all devices share the master's clock. Packet exchange is 

based on the basic clock, defined by the master, which ticks at 312.5 µs 

intervals. Two clock ticks make up a slot of 625 µs; two slots make up a slot 

pair of 1250 µs. Packets may be 1, 3 or 5 slots long but in all cases the master 

transmit will begin in even slots and the slave transmit in odd slots. A master 

Bluetooth device can communicate with a maximum of seven devices in a 

piconet (an ad-hoc computer network using Bluetooth technology), though not 

all devices support this limit. The devices can switch roles, by agreement, and 

the slave can become the master (for example, a headset initiating a connection 

to a phone will necessarily begin as master, as initiator of the connection; but 

may subsequently prefer to be slave). At any given time, data can be transferred 

between the master and one other device (except for the little-used broadcast 

mode). The master chooses which slave device to address; typically, it switches 

rapidly from one device to another in a round-robin fashion.  

Bluetooth is designed to be compatible across a range of very different 

operating systems and devices, including things that you would not normally 

think of as being „computer‟ type items such as some types of Headset 

(Wikipedia, 2013). Bluetooth networking can enable the headset to connect with 

other devices such as your phone, your MP3 player or PDA. 

All versions of the Bluetooth standards are designed for downward 

compatibility, that lets the latest standard cover all older versions (Wikipedia, 

2013).  
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The class 1 Bluetooth range can be increased up to 1609m (1 mile) by replacing 

the stock antenna from the Linksys USB BT 100 class 1 USB Bluetooth adapter 

on the mobile phone with a larger HyperGain REO5U 2.4 GHz antenna. 

2.3  MICROCONTROLLER 

Microcontrollers are “special Purpose computers “embedded inside 

some other products (often a consumer product) so that they can 

control the features or sections of the product. The Microcontrollers 

are dedicated to one task and run one specific program. They have a 

CPU in addition to a fixed amount of RAM, ROM, I/O ports and a 

timer embedded all on a single chip (Mazidi, 2012). The fixed amount 

of on-chip ROM, RAM and number of I/O ports in Microcontrollers 

make them ideal for many applications in which cost and space are 

critical.  

All 8051 microcontrollers have four input/output ports each comprising eight 

bits which can be configured as inputs or outputs (EngineerGarage, 2012). 

Accordingly, a total of 32 input/output pins enabling the microcontroller to be 

connected to peripheral devices are available for use. Whether a pin is to be 

configured as an input or an output pin depends on its logic state. In order to 

configure a microcontroller pin as an input, it is necessary to apply logic zero 

(0) to appropriate I/O port bit. In this case, voltage level on appropriate pin will 

be zero (0). 

Similarly, in order to configure a microcontroller pin as an output, it is 

necessary to apply a logic one (1) to appropriate port. In this case, voltage level 

on appropriate pin will be 5V (as is the case with any TTL input).  

Microcontrollers are required to be programmed before being connected to 

other components and power source in order to be of any use. This is because 

the only language Microcontrollers understand is machine language (i.e. the 
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language of zeros and ones). The main problem of remembering codes 

recognized by electronics was solved by means of the program for a PC called 

assembler and a simple device called the programmer. This program enables the 

PC to receive commands in form of abbreviations and convert these unerringly 

into so called “executable file”. The file, called HEX file, represents a series of 

binary numbers understandable to microcontrollers only. The program written 

in assembly language cannot be executed practically unless this file is loaded 

into microcontroller memory (Milan, 2009). The programmer is used in loading 

program into the microcontroller.  

2.4  DUAL-TONE MULTI-FREQUENCY TONE (DTMF) DECODER  

Keypads and LCDs are the widely used input/output devices of the 

8051microprocessor and a basic understanding of them is essential. At the 

lowest level, keypads are organized in a Matrix of rows and columns. The 

keypads are mainly three types:  4 x 3 keypad, 4 x 4 keypad and 4 x 8 keypad. 

When a key is pressed, a row and a column make a contact and therefore 

become connected. The key pressed is observed by tone generated which is 

audible. This tone generated is called dual-tone multi-frequency tone (DTMF). 

GSM does not use DTMF for network signaling such as dialing a telephone 

number. DTMF is used to identify which key is pressed in the mobile phone.  

Pressing any key generates a unique tone which consists of two different 

frequency ranges. The resultant tone is the convolution of the two frequencies 

(Lim, 2008). All mobile phones and Land line telephones keypad are DTMF 

generators for their corresponding digit. The multiple tones are the reason for 

calling the system multi-frequency.  

The matrix for selecting the high and low band frequencies associated with each 

key is shown in table 2.1. Each key is uniquely referenced by selecting one of 

the four low band frequencies associated with the matrix rows, coupled with 

selecting one of the three high band frequencies associated with the matrix 
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columns. The low band frequencies are 697 Hz, 770 Hz, 852 Hz, and 941 Hz, 

while the high band frequencies are 1209 Hz, 1336 Hz, and 1477 Hz. Pressing  

single key  „1‟ on a matrix keypad will generate an audible tone which consist 

of a 697Hz and 1209Hz sine signal.  

Table 2.1: Key Dial Tone Frequency Matrix 

 1209Hz 1336Hz 1477Hz 1633Hz 

697Hz 1 2 3 A 

770Hz 4 5 6 B 

852Hz 7 8 9 C 

941Hz * 0 # D 

 

Generally, the DTMF signal is the algebraic sum of two different audio 

frequencies which can be expressed as: 

(2.1) 

Where  and  are two different audio frequencies with A and B as their peak 

amplitudes and F is the resultant DTMF signal.  belongs to the low frequency 

group and  to the high frequency group (ATMEL, 2002).  

The amplitude of the sine waves should be such that  

 

Decoding of DTMF takes place in the decoder section of MT8870D device. The 

generated tone passes through the filter section of the device. In the filter 

section, separation of the low-group and high group tones is achieved by 

applying the DTMF signal to the inputs of two sixth-order switched capacitor 
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band-pass filters, the bandwidths of which correspond to the low and high group 

frequencies. The filter section also incorporates notches at 350 and 440 Hz for 

exceptional dial tone rejection. Each filter output is followed by a single order 

switched capacitor filter section, which smoothes the signals prior to limiting. 

Limiting is performed by high-gain comparators which are provided with 

hysteresis to prevent detection of unwanted low-level signals. The outputs of the 

comparators provide full rail logic swings at the frequencies of the incoming 

DTMF signals. 

Following the filter section is a decoder employing digital counting techniques 

to determine the frequencies of the incoming tones and to verify that they 

correspond to standard DTMF frequencies. A Complex, averaging algorithm 

protects against tone simulation by extraneous signals such as voice while 

providing tolerance to small frequency deviations and variations (Suvad and 

Raveendran 2007). This averaging algorithm has been developed to ensure an 

optimum combination of immunity to talk-off and tolerance to the presence of 

interfering frequencies (third tones) and noise.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0  METHODOLOGY 

Rapid application development (RAD) methodology was used for this 

project. The RAD methodology consists of planning/analysis, prototype cycle 

(design, interfacing and testing), implementation and maintenance. Bottom-up 

design approach was adopted for the project design. Raw hardware design was 

made first before Proteus 7.8 software was used for authentication of the design. 

The program for the microcontroller was written in assembly language, 

assembled and compiled using PM-51 Macro Assembler and the 

microcontroller programmed using Topwin universal programmer. The 

authenticated design was later implemented, tested and packaged. 

3.1  MATERIALS 

The material used for this projects are: 

1. Vero Board 

2. 12v Transformers 

3. Bridge Rectifier 

4. 1000µf Capacitor 

5. 7805 voltage regulator 

6. BC337 transistors 

7. Atmel 89C51 microcontroller  

8. 16mhz Crystal Oscillator 

9. 30pf capacitors 

10. 100nf capacitors 

11. 1 kilo ohm resistors 
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12. AT24c256 IC  

13. Relays 

14. Bluetooth Headset 

15. Diodes 

16. LED 

17. MT8807 IC 

18. 18-pin IC socket 

19. 8-pin IC socket 

20. Push Button 

21. 40-pin IC socket 

22. Soldering lead 

23. Jumper wire 

24. Casing 

25. Lamp holders 

26. Wall sockets 

27. 3-pin plug 

28. Seven Segment Display 

29. Seven Segment Display sockets 

30. Bridge rectifier  

31. HyperGain RE 05 ET2.4 GHz Bluetooth antenna 

32. Lead sucker  

33. Digital Multimeter 

34. Oscilloscope PSCU100 

35. Proteus 7.8 software 

36. PM-51 Macro Assembler 

37. Topwin Version 6 programming Software 

 

3.2  HARDWARE DESIGN AND INTERFACING 

The major modules/subunits required for the operation of the system are shown 

in block diagram of fig. 3.1. The mobile phone is integrated with 
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microcontroller, which receives DTMF tone from decoder and sends a 

command to control the switching ON or OFF output.   
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 Fig. 3.1 Block diagram of the control system 

 

The complete hardware subunits for the project are:  

-Power supply unit 

-DTMF tone generator  

-DTMF tone transmitter 

-DTMF receiver/decoder  

-Microcontroller unit  

-Relay driver /circuit 
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-Display unit 

-Status maintenance unit 

 

3.2.1 POWER SUPPLY UNIT  

The power supply unit provides a regulated 5v power source for the control 

system. As shown in figure 3.2. The power supply unit consists of a 12V/500mA 

step down transformer, a bridge rectifier, LM7805 voltage regulator, 1000μf/35V 

capacitor, LED indicator, and a 1K resistor that limits the voltage entering the 

LED. The 230V/50Hz input supply into the transformer is converted into 12v by 

transformer action and then passed through the rectifier which converts it to a d.c. 

voltage. Smoothening the d.c. is carried out by the capacitor. The LM7805 

regulator regulates the voltage to give a voltage of 5v (dc) required as VCC which 

is delivered to various loads that needs the supply. The essential features of the 

power supply unit that made it suitable for this design are;- 

 It  isolates a.c. mains supply 

 It regulates the output voltage. 

 It stabilizes the output voltage 
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Fig.3.2. Power supply unit 

The rectifier circuit consists of four diodes configured into a full-wave bridge 

rectifier mode. The diode arrangement allows two sets of diodes to be forward 

biased at a time. The capacitor is designed to filter and remove surges that 

appear on either the input or output of the supply. As a general guide, the 

capacitor should be rated at a minimum of 1000µf for each ampere of current 

drawn and at least twice the input voltage. This requirement is met since the 

capacitor is of 1000µf and 35v.  The LM7805 regulator used in this design 

provides regulated and stable d.c .voltage (5v ± 0.1%). This regulator was used 

because the last two numbers in its IC number means that the regulated output is 

05v and this output drive all chips used for the system. The LM7805 regulator 

also met its requirement of 30v maximum input voltage rating stipulated in data 

book as only 12v was used. An LED is connected in series with a resistor and 

then to Vcc to indicate when the power is ON. 

The value of resistor connected was calculated using equation 3.1, thus; 

 

Where Vs is the input voltage in volts 

 is the voltage across LED in volts 

 is the forward or circuit current in ampere 

For an infra-red LED with of 1.4v and  of 50mA,  
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 72Ω. Thus the 1K resistor used is adequate to protect the 

LED. 

3.2.2  DTMF Generator  

The mobile phone keypad serves as the input device (DTMF generator) to the 

control system. The keypad is organized in a matrix of rows and columns as 

shown in figure 3.3. The keyboard used for this design is of 4x4 with four low 

band frequencies on the rows and four high frequencies on the matrix columns. 

Pressing a key on the keypad generates an audible tone (dual tone multi 

frequency tone) consisting of two different frequency ranges; the low band and 

high band frequencies. The resultant tone (output from mobile phone) is the 

convolution of the two frequencies. 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

Fig.3.3. Key Dial Tone Frequency Matrix  
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3.2.3  DTMF Transmitter 

Blue tooth HC-05 module was used to transmit DTMF tone from the mobile 

phone to the decoder via amplifier. The Bluetooth module as shown in figure 

3.4 has its integrated antenna replaced with a larger HyperGain RE 05 U2.4 

GHz Bluetooth antenna. 

 

                                Fig. 3.4 Bluetooth module 

The Bluetooth was used because it uses a radio communication system, does not 

have to be in visual line of sight with another Bluetooth device, uses low power 

and lower cost transceiver microchips. The module can also be connected to 

seven other devices. The use of HyperGain RE05U 2.4 GHz Bluetooth antenna 

makes it possible to connect with other devices up to a distance of mile 

(1.609km). The RX and TX pins of the Bluetooth module are connected to TXD 

and RXD pins of the AT89c51 microcontroller. The Vcc pin is connected to 5v 

Vcc and the GND pin connected to ground. The connection between the BT 

module and the Bluetooth facility on then mobile phone is wireless. The 
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connection is made by pairing them. The DTMF tone signal received is 

transmitted undistorted by the Bluetooth module.  

 

3.2.4  DTMF Decoder  

The MT8870D chip is used to decode DTMF tone. MT8870D was used because 

it is a complete DTMF receiver/decoder integrating both the band split filter and 

digital decoder functions. It consumes less power, has internal gain setting 

amplifier, adjustable guard time, power-down mode and inhibit mode. As shown 

in fig.3.5, the input pins are IN+ and IN- (i.e. pins 1and 2) whereas the output 

pins are Q1-Q4 (equivalent to pins 11-14).  MT8870 is connected in a 

typical receiver system in a single-ended input configuration. Pins 

11, 12, 13, and 14 (i.e. Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4) are connected to pins 

P1.7, P1.6, P1.5, and P1.4 of microcontroller (configured as input 

pins). This connection requires that the input signal less than -34 

dBm is a non-operating level. This condition is attained by using 

suitable values of the two resistors (72k and 102k) in series with 

pin 3 to provide 3 dB attenuation, such that -34 dBm input signal 

will correspond to -37 dBm at the gain setting pin GS (Zarlink, 

2005). 
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Fig. 3.5 DTMF Decoder Unit 

 

3.2.5  Microcontroller 

The 8051 microcontroller was used for data processing in this system. Binary 

output from the decoder circuit is interfaced with a port of the microcontroller. 

The microcontroller takes decision depending on the decoded value it receives 

from the decoder. The 8051 microcontroller was used because it is dedicated to 

one task and run one specific program. It uses CPU in addition to a fixed 

amount of on-chip ROM RAM and number of input/output ports makes it ideal 

for control applications in which cost and space are critical. The microcontroller 

unit is shown in figure 3.6.  
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Fig. 3.6 Microcontroller unit 

 

Pins P1.7, P1.6, P1.5, and P1.4 of microcontroller (configured as input pins) are 

connected to Pins 11, 12, 13, and 14 (i.e. Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4) of MT8870 decoder. 

Ports P2.0 and P2.1 of AT89c51 are connected to pins 5 and 6 of AT24256 
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respectively.  Port pins P0.0, P0.1, P0.2, P1.0, P1.1, and P1.2 are connected to the 

6 anodes via transistors while the cathodes of the seven segments are connected 

to port 3. The upper part of the crystal oscillator that contains capacitor C2 is 

connected to XTAL2 (output) of AT8951 and the lower part to XTAL1 (input) of 

AT8951. The other terminal is connected to ground. The design requires that C1, 

C2 = 30 pF ± 10 pF for Crystals and 40 pF ± 10 pF for Ceramic Resonators. Only 

one crystal oscillator source (i.e. the same type) was used in the design to avoid 

subtle failure modes of Meta stability in electronics.  

 

3.2.6  Relay Circuit   

The relay circuit consists of a 12v dc relay, a 1N4002 diode connected across it, a 

BC337 transistor and a 1 Ω resistor connected to the base of the transistor. The 

relay circuit is shown in figure 3. 7.  

RL
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R

1k
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e
v
ic

e

+12v
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                                                Fig.3.7 Relay circuit 

BC337 transistor was used in this design because the desired output voltage of 

the microcontroller is about 2.2v. This 2.2v is enough to bring about transistor 

switching as it is above 0.7v required to bias BC337 transistor. In this design, 

base resistor method of biasing is used. A high resistor of about 1K is connected 

between the base and positive end of supply (for NPN transistor).  
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The value of the 1K resistor used is calculated from the equation 3.2. Thus;  

  

Where is the value of resistor to be connected to the base of the transistor in 

ohms and  

is voltage drop across the base and emitter in volts and 

  is the base current required to cause zero signal flow in amperes 

The  and  are known and  are seen from transistor manual.  

BC337 transistor used in this design gives of 860 Ω since  is is 

0  and  falls within the range of 5 mA. 1K resistor is ideal for the design. 

In the data book 1N4002 diode is recommended for preventing the appearance 

of self-induction high voltage “caused by a sudden stop of current flow through 

the coil when the relay is switched off. 12v d.c relay was used in the design 

because of its mechanical strength to withstand current surges and its ease of 

connection to the output terminals of capacitor in the power supply unit. The 

appliances are connected to 12v d.c relays in a normally open mode. A wire is 

connected between 230v supply and NO terminal of the 12v relay. Another wire 

is joined between COM terminal of relay and appliance/device to be controlled. 

The other terminal of the device/appliance is connected to ground.  When a 
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relay is energized, the COM and NO terminals make contact with each other 

thereby switching ON the device connected to the relay.  

3.2.7  Status maintenance unit  

AT24c256 EEPROM was used in the design to maintain the status of the 

appliances to be controlled. AT24c256 chip Consumes less power; 1.8v 

(Vcc=1.8v to 3.6v), has high reliability and can retain data up to 40 years. As 

shown in figure 3.8, pins 1, 2, and 3 of AT24256 are tied to ground. Pins 5 and 

6 of AT24256 are connected to Ports P2.0 and P2.1 of AT89c51 respectively. 

Pins 4 and 8 of AT24256 are the ground and Vcc pins respectively. Pin 7 of 

AT24c256 is not connected. In this configuration, four of the eight members 

(components) of the AT24C256 external memory chip will recognize all the 

three address inputs A0, A1, A2 (equivalent to pins 1, 2 and 3) and may share the 

bus. This is made possible because AT24C256 utilizes Bidirectional Data 

Transfer Protocol. The bus consists of a serial clock (SCL) line and a serial data 

(SDA) line.  In this application, the AT89C51 will serve as the bus master, 

initiating all data transfers and generating the clock which regulates the flow of 

data. The serial devices (AT24C256 components) present on the bus are 

considered slaves, accepting or sending data in response to order from the 

master.  
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Fig.3.8 AT24c256 unit 

 

3.2.8 Display Unit 

Seven-segment display was used to show the appliance that is 

being switched ON or OFF. In the design as shown in figure 3.9, 

common anode arrangement was used where all the anodes of the 

segments are connected to a common positive voltage source of 

+5v (Arun, 2007) and port pins P0.0, P0.1, P0.2, P0.3, P0.4, P0.5 

via BC337 transistors. The cathodes of the seven segments are 

connected to port 3. The transistors handle the currents needed 

by the LEDs. Each of the segments is selected by the enable lines 

connected to  
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                         Fig. 3.9 Seven Segment Display 

< 

Display port pins by transistor. In this arrangement, only one segment will be lit 

at a time (Tocci, 2007). So the segments are in Time-Multiplexed arrangements. 

This arrangement reduces the number of microcontroller pins needed for 

connection (pins originally needed is 6 displays x8=48). One hardly observes that 

all the segments are not lit at a time because they change their state so quickly 

making impression that all digits of a number are simultaneously active.     
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3.2.9  Detail Diagram of the Control System 

The detail diagram of the control system is shown in figure 3.10. The 

design was authenticated by simulation using Proteus 7.8 

software. The simulation of the schematic diagram was done by 

clicking on the Graph Mode icon and selecting the analogue type. 

By right clicking near the output port, dragging and releasing, the 

graph is displayed near the output port. Then selecting the probe 

icon on the wire and dragging it into the graph and right clicking 

on the top of the graph followed by selecting edit properties, the 

simulation time is set. The start time and end time are set to 0 

and 100m respectively. Now pressing the “Space” key on the 

keyboard, starts the simulation.   
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fig 3.2.9 Schematic diagram of mobile phone based control system

 

Fig. 3.10 Detail diagram of mobile phone based control system 
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3. 3  Hardware Implementation  

The step by step process used in the implementation of the project are: 

-Construction of trial version using Bread board  

-Soldering/connection of components  

3.3.1  Construction of trial version using Bread board  

The circuit design of figure 3.10 was first constructed on a Bread board in order 

to test its functionality. 

3.3.2  Soldering/connection of components  

Based on the result of the bread board circuit, the components were transferred 

on Vero board and soldered.  All surfaces to be soldered are cleaned and 

completely free from grease and/or oxide films before soldering. The soldering 

process involved heating and melting of lead and then applying the molten 

solder on terminals or pins of components or wires on a Vero board. The power 

supply circuit was first soldered on the Vero board before the AT89c51, 

MT8870 and AT24c256 chips sockets were soldered. After that, the relay 

circuit, seven segment display unit and the controlled appliances terminals were 

soldered on the Vero board. Afterwards the Bluetooth headset terminals were 

connected. The connecting terminals of stock antenna Bluetooth headset was 

removed and replaced with a larger HyperGain REO5U 2.4 GHz antenna using 

soldering iron and lead. Finally, the programmed AT8951 microcontroller and 

other ICs were placed on their sockets accordingly.  Adequate soldering iron of 

the rate (240v, 60W), which has appropriate bits 3-Fixing of ICs was used for 

the soldering. Lead sucker was used to suck up molten solder so as to enhance 

ease of removal of bad components. Jumper wires were used for connecting 

components while the solder used was flux –core type. Digital Multimeter was 

also used to check the continuity of the circuit. 
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3.4  PROGRAMMING OF MICROCONTROLLER  

Programming of microcontroller involves loading of program to the buffer of 

the microcontroller. The program is first written in assembly language, then 

assembled and compiled before it is loaded to the buffer of the microcontroller.    

3.4.1  Writing of Program  

The program for the operation of the microcontroller was written in assembly 

language. The process of writing the program involved giving instructions 

(commands) in specific order. Separate assembly language program was written 

of the operation of each of the hardware modules. The types of 

89c51instructions used during writing of the program are: branch, logic, data   

transfer, and bit-oriented instructions. The directives are: equ, set, data, trans, 

clr, jump, ret, call, show, mov, bit, exit, send, byte, nop, push, pop and end 

The following 89c51 syntaxes observed during writing of program are: 

i. Every  program line may consist of a maximum of 225 characters 

ii. Every program line to be compiled, must start with a symbol, label, 

mnemonics, or directive 

iii. Text following the mark “;” in a program line represents a comment 

ignored by the assembler 

iv. All the elements of one program line (labels, instructions etc) must be 

separated by at least one space character. 

The overall program written for the microcontroller is shown in appendix A. 
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3.4.2  Assembling/Compiling of program 

The written program is transferred to the Notepad and then saved in the local 

disk(C). The extension .asm is added to the file name to enable the assembler to 

operate successfully. 

PM-51 Macro Assembler is then installed in the personal computer. 

The assembling of the written program involves the following steps; 

i Click Start button and then click Run. In the highlighted space type 

c:/a51.gsm.asm and then click OK. This operation translates source code into 

object code and checks error in the program. 

ii Click Start button and then click Run. In the highlighted space type 

c:/l51.gsm.asm and then click OK. This operation combines object modules into 

one executable 8951 program. 

iii Click Start button and then click Run. In the highlighted space type 

c:/ohs51.gsm.asm and then click OK. This operation converts the assembly 

language program (object code) into HEX file (chains of zeros, ones and letters 

from A to F). 

3.4.3  Loading of program to the buffer of AT89c51 Microcontroller 

The Topwin.exe latest version 6.3.1 is first installed in the computer (with the 

icon appearing on my desktop).  

The Topwin programmer is then connected to the USB port of the computer 

using the USB cable provided with device. Immediately the red LED on the 

programmer glows indicating that power is ON.    

The Topwin program is started by double clicking on the Topwin icon. By 

clicking Run, chip can be then selected (89c51) 
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Now clicking on the placement tag shows how to place the microcontroller. 

Microcontroller is then placed accordingly and the handle of the ZIF socket 

locked. 

By clicking on file (gsm.asm) then open and then selecting hex file under files 

of type, then clicking Open and finally clicking OK, the hex file is now loaded 

to the buffer of the microcontroller. What is left is to place the programmed chip 

into the target device. In the event that it is necessary to make some changes in 

the program, the previous procedure may be repeated an unlimited number of 

times (Alselectro, 2011).  

3.4.4  System Flowchart 

Figure 3.11 shows the flowchart to implement the programs. All the peripherals 

used in the program were initialized. DTMF tone is then received and decoded 

by the MT8870 decoder. The decoded tone is then compared. If code is invalid, 

then the AT89c51 loop back to receiving and decoding DTMF tone. When the 

code for program is validated, the signal is sent to the required output. 
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                Fig. 3.11 System flowchart 
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3.5  OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM 

The system controls a maximum of five appliances. When a key is pressed, 

DTMF tone is generated and transmitted to MT8870 decoder by HC-05 

Bluetooth module. The received tone frequency is decoded and then extracted 

by the microcontroller and processed accordingly to carry out specific 

operations.  

The microcontroller always checks the status bit coming from decoder circuit. 

When microcontroller receives the status bits value, it matches input with 

predefined code stored in its memory. If the input from the user matches the 

predefined code, the microcontroller grants the user access to the device control 

subroutine. Otherwise the microcontroller moves to initial state and waits for 

next input command. The relay driver is used to drive the relay circuits which 

switches the different appliances connected to the interface. The seven segment 

display is used to indicate the status of the operation performed by the 

microcontroller and also its inclusion makes the overall system user-friendly. 

The serial EEPROM stores the status of the appliances to be controlled. 

When key “1” is pressed, the DTMF tone generated is the convolution of 

frequencies, 1209Hz and 697Hz. This tone is then decoded by MT8870 

receiver/decoder and converted to output binary code of 0001 and indicated by 

Q4, Q3, Q2 and Q1 respectively. The microcontroller then compares the code and 

sends the equivalent electrical signal to the relay circuit which switches ON 

device 1. Pressing keys 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 0, generate DTMF tones decoded 

as 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111, 1000, 1001, and 1010 respectively.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0  RESUITS AND DESCUSSION 

This chapter describes the tests carried out on each section of the control system 

and their results. 

4. 1  TESTING 

Various tests were performed on this project, figure 3.10, in the following order: 

-Component testing 

-Unit testing 

-System testing 

 

4.1.1  Component testing 

Component tests were carried out on the components before they are soldered to 

the Vero board. This is to ensure that each component is in good working 

condition before they are finally soldered to the board. The components used in 

this design are grouped into two. 

The discrete components such as resistors, light emitting diodes, capacitors and 

transistors are tested with a multimeter by switching the meter to the required 

value and range corresponding to each discrete component to check for 

continuity. Integrated circuit components were tested with Topwin universal 

programmer. During this phase of testing, all the faulty components like 

transistor, diode and transformer were discarded. 

4.1.2  Unit testing 

After implementing the circuit on a Vero board, the different hardware modules 

(fig. 3.2 -3.9) of the complete system were tested to ensure that they were in 

good operating condition. The continuity test carried out is to ensure that the 
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circuit or subunits are properly linked together. This test was carried out before 

power was supplied to the circuit. 

In case of software modules, the program written for the operation of each 

hardware module was run using PM-51 Macro Assembler. If error occurs, the 

nature of the error will be indicated on the Desktop.   

4.1.3  System testing 

Power was supplied to the system after troubleshooting has been done on the 

whole circuit. The multifunction key of the Bluetooth headset which has been off 

is then pressed and held for about 5 seconds until the blue light flashes quickly. 

Within about 3 minutes the Bluetooth feature on the mobile phone is activated. 

By pressing any key on the mobile phone causes the system to display the 

condition of the appliance affected. Visual troubleshooting was also carried out at 

this stage to ensure that the components do not burn out. Different loads were 

connected to the output terminals ranging from 40 watts to 200 watts of power to 

check if the circuit can carry it without any effect to the circuit. This test was 

performed many number of times to ensure that the system is perfect. After all 

the tests and observations, the project was now certified ready for packaging. 

 

4. 2  RESULTS 

4.2.1  Power Supply 

The output of the power supply unit of figure 3.2 is a regulated +5v ac. When 

230v ac is supplied to the primary coil of the transformer, the voltage is 

converted to 12v ac by transformer action. The output voltage waveform of the 

transformer is shown in figure 4.1(a). The 12v ac is then rectified by the bridge 

rectifier to 12v dc. The waveform of the rectified output voltage is shown in 

figure 4.1(b). The waveform indicates that a full wave rectification was 

performed by the bridge rectifier. The 1000µf capacitor filters the 12v dc. The 

filter removes unwanted signals such as noise. The waveform of the filtered 12v 
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dc is shown in figure 4.1(c). LM7805 converts the 12v dc to 5v and also 

regulates the 5v dc. A regulated 5v dc is the final output of the power supply 

unit and the waveform is shown in figure 4.1(d).  
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(a) Waveform at transformer secondary terminals 
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                                       (b) Waveform at diode bridge output  
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                                     (C)  Waveform across 1000µf capacitor  
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                                    (d) Waveform at LM7805 regulator output 

Fig. 4.1 Voltage waveforms at different points of the power supply unit 

 

4.2.2 DTMF Generation 

The waveform produced by DTMF 1, a tone that is the sum of the frequencies 

697Hz and 1209Hz is shown in figure 4. 2a.The oscilloscope represents time on 

the horizontal (X) axis, and voltage (amplitude) on the vertical (Y) axis. 

The oscilloscope PSCU1000 shows that DTMF 1 is approximately composed of 

697Hz and 1205Hz signals, plus a lot of noise at much lower amplitudes. The 

peaks of those two frequencies really stand out. 

The waveform produced by DTMF 0, a tone that is the sum of the frequencies 

941Hz and 1336Hz is shown in oscilloscopic screen of figure 4.2b    

 

                     Fig. 4.2a Waveform for key 1 DTMF tone  
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The waveforms for other DTMF tons are similar to these except that their 

amplitudes vary.  

 

Fig.4.2b Waveform for key 0 DTMF tone    

 

4.2.3  DTMF Transmission 

The outputs of the Bluetooth module of figure 3.4 indicate the same DTMF tone 

of mobile phone when a key of the keypad is pressed. The Bluetooth chips of 

both mobile phone and the Bluetooth module are connected in a typical 

Bluetooth Network (Master/Slave Piconet configuration), in point-to-point 

mode. The master which is the Bluetooth module communicates with up to 7 

slaves in a piconet because of the spread spectrum frequency hopping Bluetooth 

technology and all devices share the master's clock. Packet exchange is based 
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on the basic clock, defined by the master, which ticks at 312.5 µs intervals. Two 

clock ticks make up a slot of 625 µs; two slots make up a slot pair of 1250 µs. 

Packets may be 1, 3 or 5 slots long but in all cases the master transmission 

begins in even slots and the slave transmit in odd slots. The results also show 

that the system can control appliances from a distance up to 1mile. The use of 

HyperGain RE05U 2.4GHz antenna in the Bluetooth module brought about the 

increase in the range of the control system. The HyperGain RE05U 2.4GHz 

antenna is a versatile flat blade WiFi antenna and delivers an impressive 5dBi 

gain for optimum range and coverage.  

 

4. 2.4 DTMF Decoding   

The output signal of DTMF tone decoder of figure 3.5 is shown in table 4.1. By 

pressing a button on the mobile phone, DTMF (audible) tone is generated and 

transmitted to the MT8870 receiver/decoder. When the detector in the MT8870 

receiver/decoder recognizes the presence of the two valid tones (referred to as the 

“signal condition” in some industry specifications), the “Early Steering” (ESt) 

output will go to an active state (high logic level). The contents of the output 

latch are then made available on the 4-bit output bus by raising the three state 

control input (TOE) to a logic HIGH (i.e. detection of dial tones is reflected on 

the TOE; TOE is a logic high when a dial tone is detected, otherwise it is a logic 

LOW). The outputs Q4, Q3, Q2, Q1 indicate the dial tone that is being detected on 

the phone. The decoded code for pressing key 1 is 0001. Pressing keys 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7, 8, 9, and 0, generate DTMF tones decoded as 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 

0111, 1000, 1001, and 1010 respectively and are shown in appendix C.     

The waveforms for all the decoded tones are shown in figure 4. 3.  
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K e y p a d  1  To n e

K e y p a d  2  To n e

K e y p a d  3  To n e

K e y p a d  4  To n e

K e y p a d  5  To n e

K e y p a d  6  To n e

K e y p a d  7  To n e

K e y p a d  8  To n e

K e y p a d  9  To n e

K e y p a d  0  To n e  

 

Fig.4.3 Waveforms of decoded keypad tones from 0 through 9 
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4.2.5 Coordination of Control Operation 

The results of the AT89c51 microcontroller output show that the DTMF tone 

codes received are converted to electrical signals of 2.20v. The signal wave 

form is shown in figure 4. 4. 
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(a) Output when key to switch ON appliance is pressed  

2.2V

Time
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O

 

(b) Output when key to switch OFF appliance is pressed 

Fig.4.4 Microcontroller output signal waveforms 

 

The micro controller outputs are connected to the input terminals of the relay 

circuits, input pins of 7-segment display and AT24c256 respectively. The 

waveform indicates that there is fluctuation in the output voltage due to lack of 

regulator on the microcontroller output circuits. 
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When the AT89c51 receives the code from MT8870 decoder, it compares it with 

the one stored in its buffer and then sends output signal to the relay circuit 

connected to the desired output device either to switch ON or OFF.  

 

4.2.6 Appliance Control 

The output of the relay drivers when an appliance is switched on is 230v ac. 

This is shown in figure 4.5b. When a command (2.2v dc) is sent out by the 

microcontroller to an appliance via relay circuit, the +2.2v sent to the base of 

BC337 transistor causes current to flow in the relay circuit. The relay circuits 

only work when the signal supplied to the relays via transistors (i.e. base voltage 

of the BC337 transistors) is above 0.7v (in this design, it is 2.2v). When the 2.2v 

signal is supplied to any of the relay circuits, the emitter-base junction of the 

transistor connected to the relay becomes forward-biased and the transistor goes 

to saturation region. In this condition, the transistor is switched ON thereby 

energizing the relay by connecting the NO terminal with the COM terminals of 

the relay. Since the 230v supply is connected to the NO terminal of the relay, 

the COM terminal connected to positive terminal of the appliance, and the 

negative terminal of the appliance connected to ground, the appliance connected 

to the relay is ON.  

When a key to switch OFF an appliance is pressed on the mobile phone keypad, 

the voltage at the base of transistor is nearly zero and therefore no current flows 

in the relay circuit and if the appliance is ON, it switches OFF. The output 

waveform for this result is shown in figure 4. 5c.    

The relays used are of normally-open, timed-open (NOTO) contact. This type of 

contact is normally open when the coil is unpowered (de-energized), and closed 

by the application of power to the relay coil. However, the timing action occurs 

upon de-energization of the coil rather than upon energization (i.e. delay occurs 

in the direction of coil de-energization) and this action is shown in figure 4. 5a  
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Fig. 4.5a Relay Operation 

The waveform of figure 4.5c did not start at the zero voltage when the appliance 

is switched OFF instead it starts from 230v and then falls immediately to 0v 

after the delay. 
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            Fig.4.5b Signal waveform for switching ON appliances 
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              Fig.4.5c Signal waveform for switching OFF appliances 
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4.2.7 Appliance Status 

The AT24c256 gives binary data as an output when the micro controller issues 

control command to an appliance. The information (data) is transmitted to the 

AT24C256 EEPROM. The AT24c256 EEPROM utilizes bi-directional data 

transfer protocol and AT89c51 acts as the bus master, initiating all data transfers 

and generating the clock which regulates the flow of data. The serial devices 

(AT24C256 components) present on the bus are considered slaves, accepting or 

sending data in response to order received from the master. So the AT24C256 

chip receives the condition of devices, stores them, and transmits the condition 

to the microcontroller after power supply is restored. This implies that the 

appliances maintain their condition, even after power failure.  The 1.8-2.5v d.c 

power supply requirement of AT24c256 made it possible for it to store status of 

the appliances since it is connected to the microcontroller output which of 2.2v 

dc. 

4.2.8  Display 

The results of controlling appliance by pressing keys on the mobile phone 

keypad are displayed by the seven-segment display of figure 3.9. When key 1 is 

pressed, the seven-segment unit displays APP 1 ON and key 2 press shows APP 

2 ON. When a control signal is sent to the display unit, each of the segments is 

selected by the enable lines connected to port pins by transistor to give the 

desired output display. 

4.2.9 SYSTEM PROGRAM RESULT 

The results of the program written for operation of all the modules show that no 

errors are detected. This is because the program was written separately for each 

module and tested before compiling all the programs. An error that was detected 

in one of the modular programs was corrected in the original program file and 

then the source file compiled again.  
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The results of the compiled program are shown in figure 4. 6. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Result of system program 

 

4.2.10 Programming Result 

The result of microcontroller programming is shown in figure 4.7. The result 

indicates that the conversion of the object code to hex file and loading of the 

hex file on the microcontroller buffer was successful. This is as a result of the 

correct program written for the AT89C51 microcontroller and the easy way of 

handling programming activities using Topwin universal programmer. 
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 Fig.4.7 Programming result   

  

4.2.11 Control System’s Output Results 

The results of the system test of section 4.1.3 are shown in table 4.1. The results 

obtained conform to the expected results.  

          

Table 4.1 Results of pressing a key on the mobile phone keypad 

Device ON Activated OFF activated 

Device 1 Button 1 pressed Button 6 pressed 

Device 2 Button 2 pressed Button 7 pressed 

Device 3 Button 3 pressed Button 8 pressed 

Device 4 Button 4 pressed Button 9 pressed 

Device 5 Button 5 pressed Button 0 pressed 
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4.2.12  Prototype 

The prototype of the mobile phone-based control system is shown in figure 4.8.  

   

 

 

 

 

 

                                   Fig. 4.8 Prototype 
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The circuit design implemented on a Vero board was packaged with a plastic 

casing. The enclosure does not only provide protection for components, but also 

attractive and added value to the functioning of the components. Externally, five 

different colored electric bulbs used for representing the five appliances to be 

controlled and HyperGain RE 05 U2.4 GHz Bluetooth antenna are seen clearly 

 

4.3  COST ANALYSIS 

The total cost of the project is about eighteen thousand naira (#18,000). The cost 

analysis is shown in table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Cost Analysis of the Project 

Materials Quantity Unit price Cost 

1. Vero Board 1 100 100 

2. 12v Transformer 1 600 600 

3.  Bridge Rectifier 1 200 200 

4.  1000µf Capacitor 1   80   80 

5.  7805 voltage regulator 1   50   50 

6.  40pins IC socket 1 150 150 

7.  Atmel 89c51 microcontroller 1 200 200 

8.  16Mhz Crystal Oscillator 2 150 300 

9.  30pico farad (pf) capacitors 2   30   60 

10.100nf capacitors 2   50 100 

11.1 kilo ohm resistors 18   10 180 

12. 7-Segment Display & Sockets 6 150 900 

13. Relays 5 100 500 

14. Bc337 Transistors 11   50 550 

15.  Diodes 5   20 100 

16.  LEDs 1   20   20 

17.  AT24256 EEPROM 1 200 200 

18.  18-Pin IC Socket 1   50   50 

19.  Miscellaneous   2100 2100 

20.  8-Pins IC Socket 1   40   40  
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21.  MT8870 IC 1 200 200 

22. Bluetooth module 1 5000 5000 

23. Soldering lead 1 350 350 

24. Jumper wire 1 100 100 

25. Casing 1 500 100 

26. Lamp holders 5   80 400 

28. 3-pin plug 1 100 100 

29. Bridge rectifier 1 200 200 

30. 7-Segment display socket 1   50   50  

31. HyperGain REO5U antenna  1 4000 4000 

17,480 

 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

5.1    CONCLUSION 

Mobile phone-based control system for home and office application was 

successfully designed and fully implemented. The system can automatically 

switch ON and OFF five appliances remotely using mobile phone. Rapid 

application development (RAD) methodology was used for realization of the 

project while bottom-up design approach was used for the design. The materials 

used for the construction of the control system are; AT89c51microcontroller, 

Bluetooth module, mobile phone, dual tone multi frequency (DTMF) tone 

decoder, and relay driver amongst others. Digital multimeter, oscilloscope, 
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soldering iron and lead sucker are hardware tools while Proteus 7.8 software, 

PM-51 Macro Assembler and Topwin version 6 are the software tools used for 

the development of the system. The major problem with the design is that the 

operation of the control system is only possible through a cell phone with 

Bluetooth capabilities. The practical applications of this project are immense and can 

have vast level of implementation. This concept can be used in fields such as remote 

sensing, robotics, aeronautics, home automation, and many other related fields automation is 

needed. So this project implementation is a step towards exploring other possibilities that it 

brings with it. The use of the control system will eliminate the need of being 

physically present in any location for tasks involving the control of the 

appliances thereby minimizing effort and time required in switching ON and 

OFF household/office appliances. The control system has efficiency of 87% and 

can control appliances up to one mile; a range far greater than other control 

systems based on Bluetooth technology.  

 

 

 

5.2  RECOMMENDATION 

The system can be further improved in the future such as the system could 

provide a flexible function by supporting both manual and automatic control as 

well as notifying user upon power failure. The control system can be modified to 

achieve a complete home automation system which will then create a platform for the user 

to interface between himself and his household.  
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                                 APPENDIX A  

                             SYSTEM PROGRAM 

org 00h;reset vector address 

DataPort1_Seven_Segment equ P3 

                                                                                 

trans6 equ p0.2  

trans5 equ P0.1 

trans4 equ p0.0 

                                                                                

trans3 equ p1.2 

                                                                                

trans2 equ p1.1 

                                                                                

trans1 equ p1.0 

                                                                                 

  

CheckData equ 79 

             

DTMF_DECODER_PORT equ P1 

            

SDA equ p2.0 

SCL equ p2.1 

                 

Relay_Speed_One equ P2.2 

Relay_Speed_Two equ P2.3 

Relay_Speed_Three equ P2.4 

Relay_Speed_Four equ p2.5 

Relay_Speed_Five equ P2.6 

                                                                                 

 

                                                                                

clr Relay_Speed_One  

clr Relay_Speed_Two  

clr Relay_Speed_Three   

clr Relay_Speed_Four   

clr Relay_Speed_Five  

                                                                                 

VAR1 equ 45 

edata equ 49 

receive_bit equ P1.3 

DTMF_receive_bitQA equ P1.7 

DTMF_receive_bitQB equ P1.6 

DTMF_receive_bitQC equ P1.5 

DTMF_receive_bitQD equ P1.4 

VAR2 equ 48 

           

call ShowDisplayoff 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Read_random 

call EEPROM_DATA_DECODER 

Startt:call ShowData 

           

;the above is the Declaration of variable 

jnb receive_bit,Quit_Data_Receive 
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call ShowData 

call DTMF_DECODER_READER 

Continue_Read:Call ShowData 

jb receive_bit,Continue_Read 

Quit_Data_Receive:  call ShowData  

                 

jmp Startt 

Clearscreen: 

Clr Trans1 

Clr Trans2 

Clr Trans3 

                                                                                

Clr Trans4 

Clr Trans5 

                                                                                

clr trans6 

Ret 

Frank: 

EEPROM_DATA_DECODER: 

cjne a,#'1',cnext1 

call default_State   

setb Relay_Speed_one 

call Show_no_1 

cnext1:cjne a,#'2',cnext2 

call Default_State 

setb Relay_Speed_two 

call Show_no_2 

cnext2:cjne a,#'3',cnext3 

call Default_State 

setb Relay_Speed_three 

call Show_no_3 

cnext3:cjne a,#'4',cnext4 

call Default_State 

setb Relay_Speed_four 

call Show_no_4 

cnext4:cjne a,#'5',cnext5 

call Default_State 

setb Relay_Speed_five 

call Show_no_5 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

cnext5:cjne a,#'6',cnext7 

call Default_State 

clr Relay_Speed_one 

call Show_off_1 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

cnext7:cjne a,#'7',cnext8 

call Default_State 

clr Relay_Speed_two 

call Show_off_2 

cnext8:cjne a,#'8',cnext9 

call Default_State 

clr Relay_Speed_three 

call Show_off_3 

cnext9:cjne a,#'9',cnext10 

call Default_State 
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clr Relay_Speed_four 

call Show_off_4 

cnext10:cjne a,#'0',cnext11 

call Default_State 

 

clr Relay_Speed_five 

call Show_off_5 

                                                                   

ret 

cnext11: ret 

Default_State: 

clr p1.0 

clr p1.1 

clr p1.2 

clr p0.0 

clr p0.1 

clr p0.2 

 

            

DelayScreen: 

TT0:  MOV   VAR1,#227 

                                                                    

TT1:  DJNZ  VAR1,TT1 

ret 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

Show_no_1: 

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0c7h 

mov 52,#0f9h 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#0c0h 

mov 55,#0c8h  

ret 

Show_no_2: 

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0c7h 

mov 52,#0a4h 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#0c0h 

mov 55,#0c8h      

ret 

Show_no_3: 

 

                                                                              

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0c7h 

mov 52,#0b0h 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#0c0h 

mov 55,#0c8h  

ret 

Show_no_4: 
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mov 50, #8eh 

mov 51,#88h 

mov 52,#0c8h 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#0c0h 

mov 55,#0c8h      

ret 

 

                                                                              

  

Show_no_5: 

                                                                              

mov 50,#8eh  

mov 51,#0ceh 

mov 52,#90h 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#0c0h 

mov 55,#0c8h  

ret           

ret 

 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

show_off_1: 

Show_no_11: 

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0f9h 

mov 52,#0bfh 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0c0h  

mov 54,#08eh 

mov 55,#08eh      

show_off_2:               

ret 

Show_no_22: 

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0a4h 

mov 52,#0bfh 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0c0h  

mov 54,#08eh 

mov 55,#08eh      

show_off_3:               

ret 

Show_no_33: 

mov 50,#83h  

mov 51,#0b0h 

mov 52,#0bfh 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0c0h  

mov 54,#08eh 

mov 55,#08eh      

show_off_4:               

ret 

Show_no_44: 
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mov 50,#8eh  

mov 51,#0c8h 

mov 52,#0bfh 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0c0h  

mov 54,#08eh 

mov 55,#08eh      

show_off_5:               

ret 

Show_no_55: 

mov 50,#8eh  

mov 51,#90h 

mov 52,#0bfh 

                                                                              

mov 53,#0c0h  

mov 54,#08eh 

mov 55,#08eh 

                                                                                  

ret      

  

ShowDisplayoff:                                                            

                                                                              

mov 50,#8eh               

mov 51,#8ch 

mov 52,#0c0h 

mov 53,#0bfh  

mov 54,#86h 

mov 55,#86h      

ret 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

               

DTMF_DECODER_READER: 

;scanning for button one 1==0001 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub0 

DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub0 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub0 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub0 

call ShowData 

setb Relay_Speed_One 

call Show_no_1 

mov edata,#'1' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack 

ret  

ExitSub0:;scanning for button two 2==0010 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub11 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub11 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub11 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub11 

call ShowData 

          

setb Relay_Speed_two 

call Show_no_2 

mov DPTR,#100 

mov edata,#'2' 

call Byte_send 

call ack 
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ret 

ExitSub11:;scanning for button five 5==0101 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub1 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub1 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub1 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub1 

setb Relay_Speed_five 

call Show_no_5 

mov DPTR,#100 

mov edata,#'5' 

call Byte_send 

call ack 

ret 

ExitSub1:;scanning for button three 3==0011 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub2 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub2 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub2 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub2 

            

setb Relay_Speed_three 

call Show_no_3 

mov edata,#'3' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack 

ret 

ExitSub2:;scanning for button four 4==0100 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub3 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub3 

nb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub3 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub3 

            

            

setb Relay_Speed_four 

call Show_no_4 

mov edata,#'4' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack     

ret  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

                                                                                

ExitSub3:; scanning for button six 6 ==0110 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub4 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub4 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub4 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub4 

            

          

clr Relay_Speed_one 

call Show_no_11 

mov edata,#'6' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack     

ret  
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ExitSub4:; scanning for button seven 7 == 0111 

                                                                       

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub5 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub5 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub5 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub5 

            

clr Relay_Speed_two 

call Show_no_22 

mov edata,#'7' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack     

ret  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

exitsub5:; scanning for button eight 8 == 1000 

                                                                  

jb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub6 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub6 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub6 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub6 

            

clr Relay_Speed_three 

call Show_no_33 

mov edata,#'8' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack     

ret  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

exitsub6:; scanning for button eight 9 == 1001 

                                                                  

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub7 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub7 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub7 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub7 

            

           

clr Relay_Speed_four 

call Show_no_44 

mov edata,#'9' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack  

ret  

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

 

exitsub7:; scanning for button 0 == 1010 

                                                                  

jb DTMF_receive_bitQA ,ExitSub10 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQB ,ExitSub10 

jb DTMF_receive_bitQC ,ExitSub10 

jnb DTMF_receive_bitQD ,ExitSub10 

            

clr Relay_Speed_five 
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call Show_no_55 

mov edata,#'#' 

mov DPTR,#100 

call Byte_send 

call ack     

ret  

           

ExitSub10:ret      

ShowData:mov r4,#5 

uppa:call screen 

djnz r4,uppa 

ret 

Screen: 

call Clearscreen                                                             

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,50 

setb  trans6 

call DelayScreen 

 

call Clearscreen        

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,51 

setb trans5 

call DelayScreen 

 

call Clearscreen          

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,52 

setb trans4 

call DelayScreen 

call Clearscreen                                                                                            

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,53 

setb  trans3            

call DelayScreen 

 

call Clearscreen        

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,54 

setb trans2 

call DelayScreen 

 

call Clearscreen          

mov DataPort1_Seven_Segment,55 

setb trans1 

call DelayScreen 

 

call Clearscreen 

ret 

write_byte:  

call start  

jc x49 

mov a,#10100000b 

call shout  

jc x48 

mov a,dph  

call shout  

jc x48  

mov a,dpl  

call shout  

jc x48 

mov a,edata  

call shout  
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jc x48 

clr c  

x48:  

call stop  

x49:  

ret  

byte_send:   

mov b,#120  

x52:  

call write_byte  

jnc x53 

djnz b,x52 

setb c  

jmp x54 

x53:  

clr c  

x54:  

ret  

read_current:  

call start  

jc x45 

mov a,#10100001b   

call shout  

c x44 

call shin  

call NAK  

clr c  

x44:  

call stop  

x45:  

ret  

read_random:  

call start  

jc x47  

mov a,#10100000b 

call shout  

jc x46  

mov a,dph  

call shout  

jc x46  

mov a,dpl  

call shout  

jc x46  

call read_current  

jmp x47  

x46:  

call stop  

x47:  

ret  

start:  

setb SDA  

setb SCL  

jnb SDA,x40  

jnb SCL,x40  

nop  

clr SDA  

nop  

nop  
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nop  

nop  

nop  

clr SCL  

clr c  

jmp x41  

x40:  

setb c  

x41:  

ret  

stop:  

clr SDA  

nop  

nop  

setb SCL  

nop  

nop  

nop  

nop  

nop  

setb SDA  

ret  

shout: 

push b  

mov b,#8  

x42:  

rlc a  

mov SDA,c  

nop  

setb SCL  

nop  

nop  

nop  

nop  

clr SCL 

djnz b,x42 

setb SDA  

nop  

nop 

setb SCL  

nop  

nop  

nop  

nop  

mov c,SDA  

clr SCL  

pop b 

ret  

shin:  

setb SDA 

push b 

mov b,#8  

x43:  

nop  

nop  

nop  

setb SCL  

nop  
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nop  

mov c,SDA  

rlc a  

clr SCL  

djnz b,x43  

pop b  

ret  

ACK:  

clr SDA  

nop  

nop 

setb SCL  

nop 

nop  

nop  

nop  

clr SCL 

ret  

NAK:  

setb SDA  

nop  

nop   

setb SCL  

nop   

nop  

nop   

nop   

clr SCL  

ret  

end 
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                                          APPENDIX B 

  
    PINOUT AND FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF AT89C51  
 

Functional Description 

The AT89C51 is a low-voltage, high-performance CMOS, 

single chip microcontroller which was developed by Intel in 

1980 for use in embedded systems. It is an 8-bit processor, 

meaning that the CPU can work on only 8-bits of data at a 

time. The AT89c51 is capable of addressing 64K of program 

memory and separate 64K of data memory. The block 

diagram of AT89c51 is shown in figure 3. The AT89c51 has 

4Kof re-programmable flash memory as on-chip ROM and 

128 bytes of internal RAM. The AT89c51 has two 16-

timer/counters, a serial port, four-general purpose parallel 

input/output ports and interrupt control logic with five 

sources of interrupts. The AT89c51 also has various Special 

Function Registers (SFR), which are the control and data 

registers for on-chip facilities. The SFRs also include the 

accumulator, the B register, and the Program Status Word 

(PSW), which contains the CPU flags.  

The addressable 64K of program memory and 64K of data 

memory may be separate block of memory, so that the 

microcontroller can have up to 128K of memory. When 

separate blocks of program and data memory are used in this 

manner, the arrangement is referred to as Harvard 
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architecture. The AT89c51 has two separate read signals, 

RD# (P.7) and PSEN# which are called active low signals.  

In addition, the AT89c51 is designed with static logic for 

operations and supports two software selectable home 

appliances saving modes. The Idle mode stops the CPU while 

allowing the RAM, timer/counters, serial port and interrupt 

system to continue functioning. The power down mode saves 

the RAM contents but freezes the oscillator and disabling all 

other chip functions until the next hardware   reset.  The 

microcontroller oscillator uses quartz crystal oscillator for its 

operation. The timer is used to measure time between two events. 

The integrated Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter 

UART (known as a serial port) is one of the features that make the 

AT89c51 so powerful. It is a full-duplex port, thus being able to 

transmit and receive data simultaneously and at different baud 

rates.  
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Pinout and functional diagram of AT89C51 Microcontroller 

Pinout Description 

Pins1-8 (Port 1). Each of these pins can be configured as an input 

or an output. 

Pin 9 (Reset pin). A positive voltage (logic one) on this pin resets 

the microcontroller. The program starts execution from the 

beginning by applying logic zero to this pin,   

Pins10-17 (Port 3). This port is similar to port 1. Each of these 

pins can function as general input or output and have alternative 

functions: 

Pin10 (RXD).This is a serial asynchronous communication input or 

serial synchronous communication output. 

Pin11 (TXD).This is a serial asynchronous communication output 

or serial synchronous communication clock output. 

Pin12 (INT0): Interrupt input 0. 

Pin13 (INT1): Interrupt input 1. 

Pin14 (T0): Counter 0 clock input. 

Pin15 (T1): Counter 1 clock input. 

Pin16 (WR): Write to external (additional) RAM. 

Pin17 (RD): Read from external RAM. 
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Pin18, 19 (X1, X2). These are internal oscillator input and output 

respectively. 

Pin20 (GND): Ground. 

Pin21-28 (Port2). These port pins are configured as general 

inputs/outputs when external memory are not used. When external 

memory is used, the higher address byte, i.e. addresses A8-A15 will 

appear on this port.  

Pin 29 (PSEN). This means Program Store Enable. It is the read 

strobe to external program memory.  If external ROM is used for 

storing program then a logic zero (0) appears on it every time the 

microcontroller reads a byte from memory. 

Pin 30, Address Latch Enable (ALE). This pin is an output pulse 

for latching the low byte of the address during accesses to external 

memory. The pin is also the program pulse input during flash 

programming. ALE operation can be disabled by setting bit 0 of 

special function register (SFR) location 8EH.Tthis port is used for 

both data and address transmission. 

Pin 31, External Access Enable (EA). P2 and P3 are used for data 

and address transmission when a logic zero is applied on this pin. 

When logic one is applied on EA pin, the microcontroller will use 

both memories, first internal then external (if exists). 

Pin 32-39 (Port 0). This port is similar to P2, These pins can be 

used as general inputs/outputs if external memory is not used, 
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Otherwise, P0 is configured as address output (A0-A7) when the 

ALE pin is driven high  or as data output  when the ALE pin is 

driven low  

 Pin 40 (Vcc):+5V power supply.  
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APPENDIX C  

MT8870 DECODER 

FUNCTIONAL DESCIRPTION  

DTME decoder takes DTMF signal coming via mobile phone line and 

converts the signal into respective BCD (binary coded decimal) 

number. 

The MT8870D/MT8870D-1 is a complete DTMF receiver integrating 

both the band-split filter and digital decoder functions. The filter 

section uses switched capacitor techniques for high and low group 

filters; the decoder uses digital counting techniques to detect and 

decode all 16 DTMF tone-pairs into a 4-bit code. External 

component count is minimized by on chip provision of a differential 

input amplifier, clock oscillator and latched three-state bus 

interface. The MT8870D/MT8870D-1 monolithic DTMF receiver 

offers small size, low power consumption and high performance. 
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         Functional block diagram of MT8870 decoder 

 

                 PINOUT DESCRIPTION 
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Pin 

Number 

Name Description  

18 20 

1 1 IN + Non-Inverting Op-Amp (Input). 

2 2 IN - Inverting Op-Amp (Input). 

3 3 GS Gain Select. Gives access to output of front end 

differential amplifier for connection of feedback 

resistor. 

4 4 VRef Reference Voltage (Output). Nominally VDD/2 is 

used to bias inputs at mid-rail (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 

10). 

5 5 INH Inhibit (Input). Logic high inhibits the detection of 

tones representing characters A, B, C and D. This 

pin input is internally pulled down. 

6 6 PWDN Power Down (Input). Active high. Powers down 

the device and inhibits the oscillator. This pin 

input is internally pulled down. 

7 8 OSC 1 Clock (Input). 

8 9 OSC 2 Clock (Output). A 3.579545 MHz crystal 

connected between pins OSC1 and OSC2 

completes the internal oscillator circuit. 

9 10 VSS Ground (Input). 0V typical. 

10 11 TOE Three State Output Enable (Input). Logic high 

enables the outputs Q1-Q4. This pin is pulled up 

internally 

11- 12- Q1-Q4 Three State Data (Output). When enabled by 
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14 15 TOE, provide the code corresponding to the last 

valid tone-pair received (see Table 1). When TOE is 

logic low, the data outputs are high impedance. 

15 17 StD Delayed Steering (Output).Presents a logic high 

when a received tone-pair has been registered and 

the output latch updated; returns to logic low 

when the voltage on St/GT falls below VTSt. 

16 18 ESt Early Steering (Output). Presents logic high once 

the digital algorithm has detected a valid tone pair 

(signal condition). Any momentary loss of signal 

condition will cause ESt to return to a logic low. 

17 19 St/GT Steering Input/Guard time (Output) 

Bidirectional. A voltage greater than VTSt 

detected at 

St causes the device to register the detected tone 

pair and update the output latch. A voltage less 

than VTSt free the device to accept a new tone 

pair. The GT output acts to reset the external 

steering time-constant; its state is a function of 

ESt and the voltage on St. 

18 20 VDD Positive power supply (Input). +5V typical. 

 7, 

16 

NC No Connection 
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 Functional Decoder Table 

Digit TOE INH Est Q4 Q3 Q2 Q1 

ANY L X H Z Z Z Z 

1 H X H 0 0 0 1 

2 H X H 0 0 1 0 

3 H X H 0 0 1 1 

4 H X H 0 1 0 0 

5 H X H 0 1 0 1 

6 H X H 0 1 1 0 

7 H X H 0 1 1 1 

8 H X H 1 0 0 0 

9 H X H 1 0 0 1 

0 H X H 1 0 1 0 

* H X H 1 0 1 1 

# H X H 1 1 0 0 

A H L H 1 1 0 1 

B H L H 1 1 1 0 

C H L H 1 1 1 1 

D H L H 0 0 0 0 

A H H L Undetected, the output code will 

remain the same as the previous 

detected code. B H H L 

C H H L 

D H H L 
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APPENDIX D 

AT24C256 EEPROM 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

AT 24c256 is memory chip used in storing critical data like 

temperature and humidity data, its time stamp, graphics, icons, or 

even fonts for the graphical LCD. It provides 252,144 bits of serial 

electrically erasable and programmable read only memory 

(EEPROM). The memory is organized as 32,768 words of bytes 

arranged in page size of 64-bytes each; therefore, there are 572 

pages available. I.e. 262,144=512 pages x 64 bytes x 8 bits per bytes. 

Its cascadable feature allows up to 4 devices to share common two-

wire bus. It is optimized for use in many industrial and commercial 

applications where low power and low voltage operation are 

essential. It is available in space-saving JEDEC PDIP, 8-LEAD 

JEDEC SOIC, 8-LEAD EIAJ SOIC, 8-LEAD MAP 24CI28, 8-LEAD 

ISSOP, 8-LEAD SOIC Array package and 8-ball dBGA,2 packages. In 

addition the entire family is available in 2.7v (2.7v to 5.5v) and 1.8v 

(1.8v to 3.6v) versions. 
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Pin Name  Function  

AD-AI  Address inputs 

SDA  Serial Data 

SCL  Serial Clock Input 

WP  Write Protect 

NC  No comment 

GND  Ground  
 

 

FEATURES 

 Low voltage and standard voltage operation 

-2.7 (Vcc=2.7v to 5.5v) 

-1.8 (Vcc=1.8v to 3.6v) 

 Internally organized 16,384 x 8 and 32,768 x 8 

 Two-wire serial interface 

 Schmitt trigger filtered inputs for noise suppression 

 Bidirectional data transfer protocol 

 1MHz (5v), 400KHz. 2.7v, 2.5v and 100KHz 1.8v compatibility 

 Write protect pin for Hardware and software data protection 

 64-byte page write mode (partial page writes allowed) 

 Self-turned write cycle (5ms max) and High reliability 

 Endurance: one million write cycles 

 Data retention; 40 years 

 8-LEAD JEDEC, 8-LEAD JEDEC and EIAJ SOIC, 8-LEAD MAP, 

8-LEAD ISSOP, 8-LEAD SAP and 8-ball dBGA, 2-packages. 
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APPENDIX F 

HC O5 BLUTOOTH MODULE 

FUUCTIONAL DESCIPTION 

HC-05 module is an easy to use Bluetooth SPP (Serial Port Protocol) module, 

designed for transparent wireless serial connection setup. Serial port Bluetooth 

module is fully qualified Bluetooth V2.0+EDR (Enhanced Data Rate) 3Mbps 

Modulation with complete 2.4GHz radio transceiver and baseband. It uses CSR 

Bluecore 04-External single chip Bluetooth system with CMOS technology and 

with AFH(Adaptive Frequency Hopping Feature). It has the footprint as small as 

12.7mmx27mm. Hope it will simplify your overall design/development cycle.   

Hardware features  

-Typical -80dBm sensitivity  

-Up to +4dBm RF transmit power  

-Low Power 1.8V Operation ,1.8 to 3.6V I/O  

-PIO control  

-UART interface with programmable baud rate  

-With integrated antenna  

-With edge connector  

 

Software features  

-Default Baud rate: 38400, Data bits:8, Stop bit:1,Parity:No parity, Data control: 

has. Supported baud rate: 9600,19200,38400,57600,115200,230400,460800.  

-Given a rising pulse in PIO0, device will be disconnected.  

-Status instruction port PIO1: low-disconnected, high-connected;  
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-PIO10 and PIO11 can be connected to red and blue led separately. When master 

and slave are paired, red and blue led blinks 1time/2s in interval, while 

disconnected only blue led blinks 2times/s.  

-Auto-connect to the last device on power as default.  

-Permit pairing device to connect as default.  

-Auto-pairing PINCODE:”0000” as default  

-Auto-reconnect in 30 min when disconnected as a result of beyond the range of  

connection.  

PINOUT DESCRIPTION 
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AT command Default:  

How to set the mode to server (master):  

1. Connect PIO11 to high level.  

2. Power on, module into command state.  

3. Using baud rate 38400, sent the “AT+ROLE=1\r\n” to module, with “OK\r\n” 

means setting successes.  

4. Connect the PIO11 to low level, repower the module, the module work as server 

(master). 

 


